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DoN is a Nature Simulation Game about Animals, Plants and Ecology. The main objective of the game is to explore ecosystems, learn about the different ways animals, plants and bacteria interact and ultimately share a positive, more sustainable relationship with nature. In DoN you have to learn to
manage ecosystems. DoN encourages players to investigate the nutrient cycles, the atmosphere and the deep oceans. By playing DoN, you will discover new ways to sustain the environment. DoN is about asciilife, ecosystems and biodiversity. So, expect to see both animals and plants that live

together in harmony, while at the same time experiencing lots of realistic insects and other organisms that help to balance the eco-system. Additional gameplay Sandbox mode, in which the player can freely plant species and start little ecosystems. This gives the player the opportunity to create a
natural paradise that the enemy must eradicate. Habitat mode, in which you can collect resources and use them to build custom landscapes. Build mode, which allows you to design custom floating islands that you can populate with your collected species. Inventory, which allows you to inspect

individual species and their abilities. Achievements, in which you can accrue achievement points to receive new items and customize your character. An Eco-School project, in which you can interact with an educational doppelganger that leads you through the game's eco-friendly subject matter. If
you have any other suggestions or ideas for DoN, we'd love to hear about them. ABOUT THE PRODUCTION The game was built using Unity 4.4.2, the MonsterGame Creator Framework, Uservoice, and the Magic.AI engine (used to handle all AI scenarios). Unity and MonsterGame Creator are open

source tools. DoN is available to download on Steam. It features the option to play offline (playable without online connection), and is compatible with both Windows and Linux. Some events (especially in Sandbox mode) may not be available depending on the region and/or your internet connection.
We suggest connecting to internet to play every now and then to avoid the game crashing and having to start over again. For all legal inquiries contact DrunkOnNectar.com A Steam About Page A Steam Forum A Youtube Channel A Facebook Page A Twitter Account ABOUT THIS GAME: This game is

all about ecology, sustainability and democracy. During the game you will work in a country that is used to
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Features Key:

Game controls: FPS
7 Highscore Levels
The latest enemies:The Hungry and Offensive Bees!!!

The Hungry and Offensive Bees!!!

The enemy includes Beehives
Free game controls: FPS
1 Highscore Level

Be the hunter, the hunter will go after the stinger!

The Shoot Game controls: 3D
4 Highscore Levels
Free game controls: FPS

Shoot and Kill the bees in this dangerous world!

The Shoot Game controls: 3D
14 Highscore Levels
Free game controls: FPS
This game is now open to all-new

It's Dangerous So Enjoy It Now.

The Game Controls: F4P
5 Highscore Levels
Free game controls: FPS
Just Saying Have Fun!

In the world of Witches: Socks are Worn on the Wrong Sides

The Game Controls: F4P
15 Highscore Levels
Free game controls: FPS
6 enemies: -Bees
Simple Game to Play!

Time to show Hurl!

The Game Controls: F4P
4 Highscore Levels
Free game controls: FPS
Use Game pad
You are a flying bird
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Drunk On Nectar aims to provide the most comprehensive nature simulation gaming experience ever seen. Play as animals, simulate ecosystems in sandbox mode and a lot more. DoN aims to be a fully 3D game, and we have a long way to go before we reach that. The current release features 11
invertebrate species. We'll be adding plants, insects, predatory arthropods, soil and a lot more once we have achieved an acceptable, mature version of the game's EA goals. You can visit the status of our development in our repository: About the Developer Wild Software Studio is an indie game

developer based in Budapest, Hungary. We've created a Nature Simulation that uses a unique combination of hand-drawn graphics with micro-scale accuracy, and high-tech rendering techniques. Our work has earned us a wealth of critical acclaim, and we are incredibly proud to have released our
first game, Drunk On Nectar, only a few months ago. We hope you find DoN beautiful, and we invite you to tell us about it. Follow Us on Twitter: Follow Us on Facebook: This is a UI Kit for an RTS mini game with a glorious AI army as the hero, (DO NOT USE THIS KIT WITH GAMES THAT DO NOT HAVE
AN AI) GAME! HUMAN TRAINING ZONE The game offers two game modes: 1) Arm your troops and face a huge army of AI* (Genisis) or at least your friend! 2) Battle two Humans to be the last standing on the battlefield. WHAT'S NEW - Added new Heroes: Super Genis, Sensei and 1.0.12.23#. - Added
a new Base for the AI - Several bug fixes. You may not use this kit in any commercial application. **This kit is not compatible with the game which has no AI. **This kit is not a standalone kit, you need to pay for the game. **This kit is not a standalone kit, you need to buy the game. **This kit is not a

standalone kit, you need to buy the game. Source Code Support Hey. I d41b202975
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Drunk On Nectar is a Nature Simulation game about animals, plants and ecology. Play as animals, simulate ecosystems in sandbox mode and a lot more.DoN aims to provide the most comprehensive nature experience gaming has ever seen. To this end, the game has been built at invertebrate-scale
(a 0.1 mm accurate micro world) for an unprecedented level of detail. Plants in DoN are not flat props but living, growing entities that flower, pollinate and propagate across seasons like real plants. Finally, each species has unique gameplay depending on its morphology.The current release features

11 invertebrate species:Monarch Butterfly (will full lifecycle from Caterpillar to adult!)Jumping Spider (Phidippus Regius, with Lifecycle upto Third Instar)Parasitic Wasp (Blue Mud Dauber with egg laying, nesting gameplay)Japanese Tiger BeetleGrasshopperThe Ladybug BeetleDragonfly (Common
Hawker)Ants & Mealybugs (mutualism)Butterfly (Viceroy)Bee (Solitary).Plants are first-class citizens in DoN and expected to play an increasingly important role over time.Additional species of animals, plants and ecological phenomena are planned for addition once the game's EA goals (read above)
have been met. You are welcome to vote for a creature or plant you're excited about for addition in the community forums!External LinksFollow DoN on Twitter!Catch the latest news on the Official Youtube channelVisit DoN's IndieDB pageDrunk On Nectar's Facebook page.Gameplay Nature And Life

- Drunk On Nectar: Oleg Olegovitch2017-11-09T11:43:28 I think the new game will be nice. I think the new game will be nice. William Laherty2017-11-10T04:22:28 I cannot wait to play it! I cannot wait to play it! William Laherty2017-11-10T04:25:53 I am anxious to play the game. I am anxious to
play the game. William Laherty2017-11-10T05:28:12 What an adorable game. What an adorable game. William Laherty2017-11-10T05:28:16 What an adorable game. What an adorable game. William Laherty2017

What's new in Nature And Life - Drunk On Nectar:

ina Have a friend who is a performer at her university's Under The Glass performance. It's a crowd that can really dig. Her set's as much about the science of The Earth as it is about life
and light. But she talks about bitter-sweet yellow nectarina as much as she talks about biology. Listen to the audio below. Update March 2, 2017: Nectarina became a top-ten hit last
November. Transcript [Musical interlude] Spice: [speaking] Hello. Today’s dancer is Mitzi from Santa Cruz, CA. She’s one of Gertrude Stein’s children. Before I even meet Mitzi, I’m
looking for her in a catalog searching for the right noodle. Mitzi says that she made her way up from Argentina by herself from showing wild outfits to her current university offerings. I
immediately ask Mitzi “why is your performance called Under The Glass”, to which she responds: “it’s about the visual arts, the performance art, the open dialogue performance, and
the original styles.” She paused then continued: “but since a lot of people think that I’m only doing the performance piece, nah, I’m in every other part of it.” I have to quickly gather
that performance is a big part of her art practice. Mitzi tells me she loves to dance because, “It actually feels like a game. You get to move and you don’t lose anything.” She explains
with a smile, “You can eat your mistakes. You can eat the marks. It’s all a game to me.” She smiles and continues, “Sometimes it’s a missing safety net.” I imagine something she can
eat. Potato flake in coffee beans? [Laughing] Deeper into our conversation, she reveals that “The show is really about time”. And before she goes on to the next part of her
performance, she explains how she reached this point by saying, “the performance piece is like a gateway.” She goes on to explain it isn’t about perfection, but compassion for the
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environment and how can we take care of our home. She continues with her 
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